










 Background and motivation
» The network is the instrument
 We’ve transformed the way one customer 
does business
» Network-enhanced airborne science field 
operations
» Increased productivity, situational 
awareness
 Seeking better, faster, cheaper
» Evolving toward enterprise-class web 







“Experiment is the sole 
source of truth.  It alone 
can teach us 
something new.  It 
alone can give us 
certainty.”
Henri Poincaré, 1903
La Science et l'Hypothese. Flammarion, Paris, 1927. 1st . edition 1903.
Science and Hypothesis (Dover) 1952 (p. 140)






“…to enable men and 
computers to cooperate in 
making decisions and 
controlling complex 
situations without inflexible 
dependence on 
predetermined programs" 
- J. C. R. Licklider, 1960
The lack of situational awareness causes lost opportunity.
Decision-support webs are the reason the Internet exists!!!










































Innovations: Closing Capability Gaps
 Useful Middleware for Distributed Data 
Systems
» Ring Buffered Network Bus (RBNB) 
DataTurbine
 Network Gateways for Aircraft Payloads
» Research Environment for Vehicle 
Embedded Analysis on Linux (REVEAL)
 Web Applications for Mission Monitoring





















A Web of Flight Data Recorders
J. Zeitz/NASA











 A middleware innovation driven by aircraft 
testing needs
 NASA SBIR Program success story
 Now NSF-funded open source project
 Used worldwide, mostly in environmental 
observation applications






























Research Environment for Vehicle 
Embedded Analysis on Linux 
(REVEAL)
 Focus: Network Test/Measurement (2000-2003)
» Need tool for sensor web R&D
 Focus: Suborbital Science Needs (2004-present)
» Needed greater capacity for useful work on UAVs
» Network-oriented payload integration, command, 
control, monitoring, CONOPS, etc. must emerge
» Squeeze more value out of every flight hour
 REVEAL Innovation
» Vehicle-independent interface for science instruments 
lowers costs and reduces risks 
» Open standards; dynamically reconfigurable
» Traditional airborne laboratory support items in a small 
package (<20 lbs)
» Add affordable satcom for global-reach near realtime 
situational awareness










Enabling Airborne Sensor Webs 





Suborbital Telepresence Architecture (c. 2009)

20
Interagency Network Chat is a Useful Service




AMS Annual Meeting, 
Atlanta, GA 21 January 2010
Realtime Mission Monitor (RTMM)
“Making Science Easier”
 Pre-flight planning
» Model and forecast fields
» Satellite overpass predicts
» Waypoint Planning Tool
 In-flight monitoring and 
operations management 
strategies
» Operations center focal point
» Current weather conditions
» Plane-to-plane data transfer
 Post-flight analyses, research, 
and assessments
» Encapsulate and replay missions 
Monitoring the flights on the “big screen” during TC4













• Untethered Sensor Webs









RTMM 2nd Generation Concept
Credit: NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
2nd Generation User Interface
“Making RTMM Better”
 Multiple windows 





 Many different 
layouts possible
 Easily configured




be saved across 
sessions

























 The Airborne Science Program targets an 
enterprise-scale set of services called 
COMPASS (Common Operations 
Management Portal for Airborne Science 
Systems)
» Central location for situational awareness
» Calendars, notification, resource tracking
» Scheduling, collaboration/coordination
» Documentation, wiki/blog
» Configurability for different user classes
 The service-oriented architecture for 
















A Service Management Interface
Scalable, distributed, virtual data systems






 We’ve transformed the approach to field 
operations for airborne science 
 Just first spiral of real-life mission support 
services
 Cyberinfrastructure leveraged open source 
software, network transport over satellite, and 
geographically distributed resources
 Ongoing work targets service oriented 
enterprise architecture and increasing role for 
cloud computing
Cyberinfrastructure for 
Aircraft Mission Support
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